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A continuum structure function (CSF) is a nondecreasing mapping from the unit 
hypercube to the unit mterval. It is shown that if X(f) -* X, an absolutely con- 
tinuous random vector, as f - a3 and if {y,} is a class of CSFs such that y, - y 
tither (i) pointwise or (ii) in a quasi-Skorohod topology, then y,(X(z)) --f* y(X) as 
t*ou. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let d = [0, 11” denote the unit hypercube. A mapping y : d M [0, l] 
which is nondecreasing in each argument and which satisfies y(O) = 0 and 
y(1) = 1, writing 6 = (6, 6, .._, 6) is said to be a continuum structurrfunction. 
Such functions are of interest in reliability theory where x1, x2, . . . . x, 
denote the states of n components and y(x) denotes the state of the system 
composed of components ( 1,2, . . . . n}. See, for example, [ 1, 2, 41 for further 
details of CSFs. 
Suppose, now, that the structure function changes with time, possibly 
reflecting improvements as the system is developed or changes in the use of 
the system. Let yI denote the CSF at time t. Suppose, further, that the 
states of the components comprise a stochastic process {X(t), t >O}, 
perhaps reflecting the degradation of the components with use or the 
replacement of failed components. It is of interest to enquire whether, if 
X(t) --t9 X and if y, converges in some sense to a CSF y as I - su, then 
r,(X(t)) 3 r(X) as t+ co. (*I 
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Define E= {x~Aly,(x,)++y(x) for some sequence {x,} such that 
lim,, z x,=x}. In Section 2 below we prove that if y, -+ y pointwise as 
t -+ co, then E has Lebesgue measure zero and hence, if X is absolutely 
continuous, Pox-‘(E) =0 so that, by Theorem 5.5 of Billingsley [3, 
p. 341, (*) holds. 
Consider, now, the class {“J:} of CSFs where y;: [0, l] H [0, l] is 
defined by 
if x3$+1/2 
otherwise 
for t 3 2 and the CSF y’: [0, l] H [0, l] defined by 
1 
Y’(X) = 
if x2; 
o otherwise. 
Clearly, yi does not converge pointwise to y’. Since, however, the set of 
points (viz. (4 > ) at which convergence fails has Lebesgue measure zero, 
and hence P 0 X - ’ measure zero if X is absolutely continuous, it is 
reasonable to enquire whether there exists an alternative mode of con- 
vergence under which (*) holds for the above example. This motivates the 
introduction in Section 3 below of a quasi-Skorohod topology, neither 
weaker nor stronger than the topology of pointwise convergence, on the 
class of right-continuous CSFs. In particular, y: -+ y’ in this topology. It is 
shown that if X is absolutely continuous and if yt -+ y in the quasi- 
Skorohod topology, then (*) holds. 
2. POINTWISE CONVERGENCE 
For any CSF y, let U, = {x E A/y(x) a~(>, 0 <a < 1. Further, let p 
denote Lebesgue measure on R”. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let y be a CSF, Then p(aU,)=O for all CIE [0, 11. 
ProoJ: Define an s-cube .,6&(x) = {y E A I xi <: yi ,< xi + E, i = 1,2, . . . . n}. 
Since au, is compact, it can be covered by finitely many e-cubes for any 
E > 0. Choose E > 0 and let J&$(X) be one of the s-cubes which covers au,. 
We show that p(dU, n AQx)> = 0, which is sufficient o prove the lemma. 
Observe firstly that p{aU, n Me(x)} d p{Mc(x)} = E”. 
The e-cube J&(X) can be partitioned into 2” i&-cubes ~%‘~,,~,,(y) where 
y, =xi or xi+ +c, i= 1, 2, . . . . n. Since all, cannot intersect both Jz’~,,,,,(x) 
and Jae,,,,,,(x + ia), at most 2”- 1 of the +&-cubes are needed to cover 
dU, n ME(x), i.e., p{aU, n AC(x)} d [(2” - 1)/2”] 6’. By an induction argu- 
ment, it can similarly be shown that ,u{dU,nJZ~(x)) d [(2”- 1)/2”lk E” 
for k = 0, 1,2, and hence p(aU, n A$(x)} = 0 as claimed. 1 
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It is convenient to introduce the following notation: 
~(x)={y~d\y>,xandy,>x~ifx~<l,i=1,2,...,n) 
~(x)={y~d(y<xandy,~x,ifx~>O,i=1,2,...,n}. 
Further, we write x < y if x 6 y but x # y. 
DEFINITION. Let y be a CSF. We define y(x+) =infyE,,,, y(y) and 
Y(X- )=SuP,.,(x,Y(Y). 
Clearly, y(x - ) and y(x + ) exist for all x E A and y(x - ) < y(x) < y(x + ). 
Further, y is right (left)-continuous at x if and only if y(x+ )(y(x- )) = 
Y(X). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let y be a CSF and let D, be the set of its discontinuity 
points. Then p(D,) = 0. 
Proof. Choose E > 0 and let D; = (x E A ) y(x) - y(x- ) > E}. Define the 
sequence {Q} recursively by CI~ = 0 and 
i 
inf Tk 
a k+l= 
if Dt,n U$#@ 
0 otherwise, 
where Tk={y(x)IxED;nU&}, k>l. 
CLAIM. If D;, n U,O, is not empty, then 
0) ak+I>ak+& 
(ii) Dtn(U,O’-U,,+,)=@. 
Proof of Claim. (i) For each fl E Tk, there exists an x E 817, such that 
x E D;, n U& and y(x) = p. Since x E U&, there exists an x’ <x such that 
x’ E UXk, i.e., y(x’) 2 uk, and hence y(x - ) = supXs E1p(Xj y(x’) Z ak. Since 
x ED;, it follows that y(x) = /? > y(x- ) + E. Hence fl> ak + E for all fl E T, 
and so ak+r=inf T,>a,+E. 
(ii) Suppose, conversely, that there exists an x E D; n ( U& - U,,+, ) 
and let fi=y(x)~ T,. Since XE U;,+,, y(x)=fl<a,+,. Thus there exists a 
,!?ETk such that P<ak+l, contradicting the assumption that ak + , = inf T,, 
and so D;n(U,O,- Ulk+,)=(2j. 
By (i), there are at most finitely many distinct a,‘s; let N= 
max{kIa,>O}. Then 
N-1 
D;=D;n u (U,O,- Urk+,)u U&u c &!J,, 
{ k=O k=O 
=D;n 6 all,, by (ii), 
k=O 
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and hence Df c Up=, LJU,,. Thus p(D;) d Cf=, p(XJ,,) = 0 by 
Lemma 2.1. Further, D, = U,“=, D:“” and so ,a(D,) Q C,F= 1 p(0.i’“) = 0 
as claimed. u 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that X(t) --$% X, an absolutely continuous random 
vector, as t + 00. Suppose, further, that yr -+ y pointwise as t + co. Then 
7,(X(t)) +% y(X) as t + Go. 
Proof: Choose E > 0 and let V,(x) = {y E A ) xi - 6 < y, <x, + 6, 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n}. For any given x E D;, there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
b(x)-Y(Y)1 <E (1) 
whenever y E V,(x). Define x’ = (x - 6)* and x” = (x + 6)* where y* is the 
vector whose ith element is (0 v yi) A 1, i= 1,2, . . . . n. Since yt -+ y 
pointwise, there exists a T>O such that 
IY(X’) - Y,(X’)l v lY(X”) - Y,(X”)I < 8 (2) 
for all t > T. Choose q > 0 such that BV(x) c V,(x) where B,,(x) c A is an 
open ball of radius q centered at x. 
Choose z E @I,,(x) and t > T. Now 
b(x)-Y,(Z)1 d b(x) - Y(Z)1 + IYCZ) - Y,(Z)1 
<e+ b(z)-Y,(Z)1 by (I), 
Further, 
Iv(z) - Y,(Z)l G b(z) - Y@“)l + Mx”) - Y,(X”)I + ly,(x”) -y,(z)1 
and 
lY(Z) - Y(X”)l G Iv(z) - Y(X)1 + b(x) -Y(X”)l < 2 by (1) 
while Iy(x”) - y,(x”)J <E by (2). Since y, is nondecreasing and x’ <z < x”, 
it follows that 
IYW) - Y,(Z)1 d IYt(X”) - Y,(X’)l 
d IYJX”) - Y(X”)l + Mx”) - r(x)1 
+ lY(X) - Y(X’)l + lY(X’) - Y,(X’)l 
< 4E by (1) and (2). 
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Summarizing the foregoing, we see that l?(x) -y,(z)\ < 8s and hence 
E c D,. Now p(D,) = 0 by Lemma 2.2 and hence POX ~ ‘(D,) = 0, since X 
is absolutely continuous. Thus 
POX-‘(E)<PoX-‘(D,)=O. 
The result follows from Theorem 5.5 of Billingsley [3, p. 341. 1 
3. CONVERGENCE IN A QUASI-SKOROHOD TOPOLOGY 
Let ,4 be the group (under composition) of all homeomorphisms 
1: R” H R” such that n(O) = 0 and i(l) = 1 and let d be the Euclidean 
metric on IR”. For any two right-continuous CSFs y1 and y2 we define 
~(YI, ~z)=j~fi {sup IY,(Y*)-Y,(A(Y)*)I + sup d(y*, J(Y)*)}. 
YEW ytR” 
It is easily verified that Y is a metric on the space of right-continuous 
CSFs; we call it the quasi-Skorohod metric and we call the induced topol- 
ogy the quasi-Skorohod topology (QST). 
Remarks. (i) A sequence {y,} of right-continuous CSFs converges to 
a limit y in the QST if and only if there exists a sequence {A,} c n such 
that y,(A,(y)*) + y(y*) uniformly in y and J*,(y)* + y* uniformly in y as 
m-co. 
(ii) Convergence in the QST is weaker than uniform convergence; it
is neither weaker nor stronger than pointwise convergence. 
(iii) The restriction of the QST to the space of continuous CSFs 
coincides with the uniform topology on that space. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that X(t) -+ 9 X, an absolutely continuous random 
vector, as t + CO. Suppose, further, that y is a right-continuous CSF and that 
{r,} is a class of right-continuous CSFs such that yr -+ y in the QST as 
t + co. Then y,(X(t)) -+9 y(X) as t -+ co. 
Proof: Choose E > 0. For any fixed x ED:, choose 6 > 0 and T> 0 such 
that 
b(x) - Y(Y)1 < 9 
sup d(U)*, y*) < 6 
YE!%” 
whenever d(x, y ) < 26 (1) 
for all t > T (2) 
sup Ir(n,(Y)*)-r,(Y*)l<~& for all t 2 T. (3) 
YEW 
409/148/2-14 
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Suppose y EBJx); then, for t 2 T, d(x, I,‘(y)) d d(x, y) + d(y, I,‘(y)) < 
26 by (2). Hence b(x) -r(C’(y))l< $ by (1) and W;‘(Y)) - Y,(Y)I < 5~ 
by (3) so that 
I+?(x)-Y,(Y)1 6 Iv(xhw'(Y))l + lvK'(Ywr,(Y)l -cc. 
Thus E c D, and the result follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. 1 
Remark. The assumption that a CSF is right continuous is natural and 
very convenient in practice [4]. 
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